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Topic 3 Greedy Algorithms continued

EI Giving change
suppose you owe 3.27 and pay
with 20
20 3.27 16.73

100 50 20 W F X 025 OI OI OI
1 1 1 2 2 3

6.73 1.73 0.73 0.25 0.03 0

10 bills coins
Is this the optimal solution for 16.73



Yes you can't form 16.73 with
9 or fewer bills coins

Is this greedy algorithm optimal

theorem For the US currency denominations

listed above the cashier's algorithm
is optimal

fewest bills coins

What would be some other reasonable
def of optimal

least weight of the bills coins

constraints on of certain coins
most bills coins

Proof that the Cashier's Algo always

gives the fewest of coins bills
To simplify we'll just assume the



denominations are 1,5 10 25 cents

Suppose we want to make change for x
cents

fewest coins

Lemmai The optimalsolution will
have E 4 pennies

Proof If an optimal solution had 25
pennies we could swap 5 of them
for a nickel giving an even better
solution

Lemmy The optimal solution will
have El nickel same kind of proof

lemma The optimal solution will have
N t D E 2

Inickels dimes

Proof 2N bad ID is better
IN 2D bad IQ is better



ON 3D bad IQ IN is better

Mainproof proof by induction

Base Case x 0 cents
Algo says O coins clearly optimal

Now assume we're making change for
x cents and that the cashier's Algo

gives an optimal solution for all
inputs c x cents

Casein Xc 5 only use pennies

clearly optimal
Case2_51 40

By our lemmas the optimal sol will
use EY pennies therefore must use
1 nickel
Solution IN optimal sol for

x 5 cents



Casej 10 Exc 25 lemmas say we

must use ID
Solution ID optimal Sol for

x 10 cents

x 22 cents

ID optimal Sol for 12 cents

Casa x2 25 lemmas say we
must use IQ

why if not we'd have 4 P
on I N or IN 2D
or 3D

Solution IQ optimal sol for
x 25 cents

BE
EI US postage denominations

1,213,5110 20,35 36,55 6975,95 100

200,500 795 1000 2635



734 Cashier's AlgoMatttaips
720 Cashier's Algo

654 50 20 3 stamps

Better 360 360 2 stamps

With these denominations C A is not
optimal

ProblemH1 Interval Scheduling

Algorithm Design by Kleinberg Tardos

Suppose you are in charge of a

conference room that a lot of people
want to book meetings in A bunch
of people tell you the times they
want to book the room for and

your goal is to accommodate as many
meetings as possible



EI Requested times 10 30 11 15
9am 9 50am 11 00 11 50

9 30am 10 30am 11 30 12 15
9 45 am 10 15am 11 35 12 10

9 50am 10 30am 11 40 12 20

10 00am 10 50am 2 00 12 30

i i i t

Tta
a
x

1
I
x 1 1

What is the largest of meetings
that we can book

Best 4 meetings there are many



Formal setup
Trequests
each request has a start
time s and a finish time fi
Si and fi can be real s and
So L fi

Goal Find a maximal size subset
of the requests with no overlapping

meetings
No overlapping meeting means that if
request i and request j are both
included Sj I fi on Si z fi

Let's think about possible greedy approaches

General idea
decide on a rule for which
meeting is best
pick it eliminate conflicts repeat



Ideate best overlaps with the
fewest other meetings
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